We appreciate our community’s support in so many areas, including our ongoing work related to the pandemic. There are various ways you can continue to help in areas of critical need, from blood and plasma donations to improving vaccination awareness.

• Improve vaccination awareness
  Stanford researchers are working to understand the diverse views regarding COVID-19 vaccination. We encourage you to help us by completing this one-time COVID-19 Vaccine Views Survey.

• Give blood, platelets, or plasma
  The Stanford Blood Center urges those who are healthy, and who haven’t been in contact with someone who has COVID-19, to make urgently needed blood donations. Learn more >

• Register to be an organ or tissue donor
  More than 20,000 Californians alone are on the organ transplant waiting list, but you can help shorten their wait. Learn about different types of organ and tissue donations, important donation facts, and the communities where donor shortages are most critical. Learn more >

• Participate in COVID-19 research
  Our research team at Stanford Medicine is working closely with teams conducting research to make advances in healthcare. If you are eligible for a study, researchers may contact you to provide additional details on how to participate. Learn more >

To subscribe to this newsletter via email, please click here.
If you would prefer not to receive any fundraising communications from Medical Center Development, please visit medicalgiving.stanford.edu/opt-out.html or leave a detailed message at 844.427.3491 to indicate that preference.

Congratulations to Stanford’s newest Nobel laureate! Carolyn Bertozzi, PhD, is honored for melding chemistry and biology to advance medicine.

Dr. Bertozzi’s chemistry expertise advances research into cancer immunotherapies, human biology, and COVID-19. “Carolyn Bertozzi has transformed our understanding of how the human body functions on a molecular level,” says Dean Lloyd Minor, MD. Learn more and watch the video >

Stanford Medicine in the News

50 years of ethics: Scientists navigate an increasingly challenging field
In the five decades since the emergence of recombinant DNA technology, Stanford researchers have been at the forefront of the ethical issues that have emerged. Learn more >

Taking Action—How You Can Help

Test predicts which COVID-19 patients will grow worse, Stanford Medicine study finds
Elevated virus levels in hospitalized COVID-19 patients’ blood predicts worsening respiratory symptoms and suggests ongoing and epicellular viral replication, a Stanford Medicine-led study says. Learn more >
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